
This is the point in your story where the background and 
emotions fade into the larger story of the gospel as you
received it.  Try to summarise it in one word that rings truest 
to you, such as forgiveness, acceptance, grace, comfort, freedom...
 
For example: In desperation one day I opened my Bible and the words
suddenly struck me - the 'success' I was chasing in life would never fulfil
me because what I was missing was in fact the love of Jesus. In that
moment, I felt a complete sense of acceptance and grace wash over me!
 
 

             3 .  TELL  THE ACTUAL PROCESS  

             OR  MOMENT THAT BROUGHT    

             YOU TO FA ITH  IN  A  REAL WAY

Again, this helps the listener place him or herself in your
shoes, and lets God prod similar areas in their heart.  
 
For example:  Upon graduating uni, I had accomplished what I
wanted but still did not feel that I was able to prove myself to
others around me. My self-esteem was very low even though
I lived a very fulfilling life. I seemed to have everything
together, but still something felt like it was missing.

2 .  SHARE THE EMOT IONAL AND /  

OR  INTELLECTUAL JOURNEY LEAD ING 

TO YOUR CONVERS ION

 
Faith truly changes our lives – showing the 
difference it makes in our lives when things are in 
crisis shows it is real and worth having. Extend a 
gentle invitation to your listener, whether that be to 
explore the Christian faith, to pray, or to locate their 
local church groups. 
 
Something like this:    Through the grace of God, I can enjoy being myself and
loving others because I have His approval, even if it’s not always easy. You can
also receive this grace and freedom by acknowledging your sin and trusting in
Jesus. If you feel like it, why not pray for forgivenesss right now?

                  5 .  BR ING YOUR TEST IMONY

              BACK TO TODAY AND EXTEND  

     AN  INV ITAT ION TO YOUR L ISTENER

 
This helps the listener identify with you and see themselves as
someone to whom faith could be relevant as well.  
 
Something like this:   I was born into a Christian home, always
knowing about God, but never really understanding how my parents'
religion was relevant to my everyday life.  I went to university and got
my degree in accounting but little happened to shape my faith;
instead, it was shaken and became less important to me.

1 .  BEG IN  THE STORY OF YOUR

   FA ITH  JOURNEY WITH A  B IT  

   ABOUT YOUR BACKGROUND

'May the God of hope fill you
with all joy and peace as you
trust in him, so that you may

overflow with hope by the
power of the Holy Spirit.'

[ Romans 15:13 ] 

CREAT ING YOUR

TEST IMONY TAKEAWAY

This can be any verse that moves your heart now or was 
useful in that time.   This is not a sermon, it is merely showing how your
experience lines up with Scripture and points the listener to the Bible. 
 
You could phrase it like this:   All that I was feeling added up to emptiness
and exhaustion.   One day, in desperation, I opened my Bible to a passage
that says ‘By grace you have been saved, so that no one can boast’. I
realised that pride in my heart had wanted to boast in my own
accomplishments but all along GRACE was extended to me by a patient,
loving God. It was as if I could breathe again.

4 .  SHARE A  B IBLE  VERSE ( RELAT ING TO 

PO INT  3 )  THAT EXPLA INS  YOUR   CONVERS ION
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Sharing our faith is important at all times, but during this unprecedented time of fear and of church closures, we
challenge you to step out and share what Jesus has done for you, so that others may tuck in and enjoy the gospel in the

comfort and safety of their own homes! The following are simply suggestions for structure; always be open to the
prompting of the Holy Spirit as you share.

 
> >Record your 2-minute testimony using the steps below<<       >>Upload to social media<<        

>>Hashtag #TestimonyTakeaway <<          > >Nominate 2 friends to share their own Testimony Takeaway!<<


